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Abstract

The performance of iron–silica alloys with different silicon composition was evaluated after exposure to an isothermal
bath of lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE). Four alloys were evaluated: pure iron, Fe–1.24%Si, Fe–2.55%Si and Fe–3.82%Si.
The samples were exposed to LBE in a dynamic corrosion cell for periods from 700 to 1000 h at a temperature of
550 �C. After exposure, the thickness and composition of the oxide layer were examined using optical microscopy, scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS), including sputter depth profiling. Parti-
cular attention was paid to the role, spatial distribution, and chemical speciation of silicon. Low-binding-energy silicon
(probably silicates or SiO4�

4 ) was found in the oxide; while elemental silicon (Si) was found in the metal as expected,
and silica (SiO2) was found at the bottom of the oxide layer, consistent with the formation of a layer between the oxide
and the metal. Alloys with low concentrations of Si contained only silicate in the oxide. Alloys with higher concentrations
of Si contained a layer of silica at the boundary between the oxide and the bulk metal. All of the alloys examined showed
signs of oxide failure. This study has implications for the role of silicon in the stability of the oxide layer in the corrosion of
steel by LBE.
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1. Introduction

The corrosion of steel by liquid lead or by lead–
bismuth eutectic (LBE) is important in two applica-
tions: in the design of fast reactors cooled by liquid
lead or by LBE and in proposed schemes for trans-
mutation of radioactive waste. In transmutation
.
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schemes, LBE has been proposed for use as both a
coolant and as spallation target. Transmutation
holds the promise of reducing the volume, half-life,
and toxicity of nuclear waste. Unfortunately, LBE
corrodes most engineering materials.

Future reactor concepts under active consider-
ation include fast reactors cooled by either pure lead
or lead alloys, often lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE).
Lead alloy coolants offer a number of attractive
properties: chemical inertness with air and water,
low vapor pressure over the relevant temperature
range, high boiling point, high atomic number,
and favorable neutronics (high scattering and small
absorption cross-sections). The significance of these
properties for potential reactor design issues was
reported by Spencer [1] and by MacDonald et al.
[2]. One of the key limiting factors in the develop-
ment and deployment of lead or lead–bismuth
eutectic cooled reactor systems is the corrosion of
cladding and structural materials. Russian and US
experience has shown that operation at tempera-
tures above 550 �C must be approached with cau-
tion [3–5].

In the 1950s, research into molten-Pb showed
that corrosion of cladding and reactor structural
materials in contact with molten-Pb-alloy is one
of the key engineering issues for a Pb-cooled reac-
tor. The main form of corrosion is the mass transfer
of cladding and structural materials along a thermal
gradient, via dissolution in the hot regions and
precipitation in the cold regions [6]. Thus, liquid-
Pb-alloy corrosion of structural steels depends
heavily on the dissolution rate of the structural
material in the liquid metal. The dissolution rates
are affected by diffusion barriers, metal oxides, nit-
rides, other surface compounds, and impurities in
both the molten-Pb-alloy and the structural materi-
als [7].

In either application (fast reactor or transmuta-
tion), the corrosion problem in lead and lead–
bismuth eutectic systems has been approached using
one or more of the following techniques: (1) the use
of corrosion-resistant Fe-based alloys, (2) the use of
a thin oxide film as a barrier to corrosion. The
growth and maintenance of such a film depends
on active control of the oxygen level, and (3) the
use of inhibitors [8]. The use of oxygen control to
promote film formation in conjunction with alloys
containing oxide formers such as Si and Cr has
shown the most promise. However, the basis for this
behavior is not well understood [9–12]. Ferritic–
martensitic steels containing silicon exhibit
increased corrosion resistance in liquid lead [13].
The increased corrosion resistance may be due to
formation of a SiO2 barrier film. Note that silicon
has a lower solubility in lead and lead–bismuth
alloys than iron or chromium [4,5]. Furthermore,
silicon forms an oxide at a lower oxygen potential
than Pb, Bi, Fe, and Cr. Due to the favorable ther-
modynamics enrichment of Si at the surface instead
of preferential dissolution of iron and chromium is
expected, thus developing a diffusion barrier, which
will limit dissolution of the structural material into
the LBE.

The present work was conducted in order to
understand the role of silicon in the corrosion of
steel by lead–bismuth eutectic. Iron silicon alloys
are currently in widespread use as transformer
cores. The easy magnetization and demagnetization
of grain oriented iron silicon steels yield efficient
energy transformation. These steels form a protec-
tive SiO2 surface layer at normal temperatures,
and the migration and chemistry of the silicon in
the alloy controls the magnetic properties. These
commercially available alloys are convenient
sources of model alloys for the iron silicon system
in larger contexts.

2. Review of previous studies of role of silicon

in high-temperature corrosion of steel

Silicon is well known as a minor constituent
added to steel to improve corrosion resistance.
Schmidt and Strehblow [14] studied the growth of
passivating oxide layers on iron/silicate samples
under aqueous solution at two different pH condi-
tions. Their observations were consistent with the
formation of silicates, and they conclude that iron
silicate is formed on the surface of iron samples
having a few percent silicon.

The effect of silicon on the high-temperature
corrosion of steels has been extensively studied. A
variety of other workers have probed high-tempera-
ture corrosion under two very different conditions:
gas phase corrosion and liquid metal corrosion.
These conditions differ in important ways: in gas
phase corrosion, the removal of structural metal pri-
marily occurs with the metal in an oxidized state. In
liquid metal corrosion, catastrophic metal removal
occurs when the structural metal comes into contact
with the molten metal environment and dissolves. In
either case, corrosion resistance is improved by the
formation of an inert barrier oxide, but the mecha-
nism of metal removal is quite different.
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Many gas phase experiments have been per-
formed with oxygen concentrations comparable to
atmospheric oxygen activities. In corrosion by
LBE, the oxygen concentrations are much lower,
being limited on the high side by the formation of
lead oxide. The maximum oxygen activity in corro-
sion by LBE is that of decomposing lead oxide at
the operation temperature. Some gas phase studies
have been performed at low oxygen concentrations
(such as preoxidation studies and complex and
slightly oxidizing process atmospheres).

The final difference between gas phase and liquid
metal corrosion is in the mechanism of removal of
components of the oxide. In gas phase oxidation,
the removal of oxide is normally mechanical and
non-specific, whereas in liquid metal corrosion, com-
ponents of the oxide are removed by dissolution,
which occurs at different rates for different compo-
nents of the oxide. This differential solubility of
oxide components can lead to compositions and cor-
rosion dynamics in liquid metal corrosion that differ
significantly from conventional gas/liquid corrosion.

Despite these differences, there are some similar-
ities between liquid metal corrosion and conven-
tional high-temperature corrosion: for short
exposure times we expect the oxide that forms in
oxygen controlled LBE to resemble the oxide
formed from similar oxygen partial pressures and
temperatures in gas-phase corrosion. Many of the
issues that arise in the present paper (the location
and chemical state of silicon, and corrosion resis-
tance of the resulting oxides) also arise in the case
of conventional corrosion.

2.1. Previous studies of role of silicon in

high-temperature corrosion of steel: gas-phase
corrosion

Miner and Nagarajan [15] studied Fe–18Cr con-
taining Si, pre-oxidized in air at 982 �C, and
corroded in low-O2 (pO2 � 10�18 atm), sulfur-con-
taining gas, also at 982 �C. Small additions of sili-
con did not seem to significantly change corrosion
rates, whereas large (�2.0 wt%) additions of Si led
to the formation of Cr- and Si-rich scales next to
the metal. Steel with Si additions of 1.5% and 2%
experienced extensive spallation of the scale, and
the silicon did not reduce the corrosion by sulfur.

Evans et al. [16] studied stainless steels Fe–20Cr–
25Ni, a dispersion of TiN particles, and Si content
ranging from 0.05% to 2.35%. Samples were
exposed to a CO2/2% CO atmosphere with small
quantities of methane and water at 850 �C for expo-
sure times up to 6000 h. Localized silicon oxide
regions formed, but not a uniform barrier layer.
Increased corrosion resistance occurred for Si con-
tent near 1%, with less corrosion resistance at higher
or lower concentrations. Significant spallation was
also found.

Dunning et al. [17] studied oxidation in air of
stainless steel Fe–16Cr–16Ni–2Mn–1Mo, and vari-
ous amounts of Al and Si, exposed at 700 �C and
800 �C for 1000 h. SEM and ESCA studies suggest
that the effect of minor Si addition on oxidation
resistance at 800 �C may be associated with grain-
boundary networks of SiO2.

Ishitsuka et al. [18] studied oxidation of Fe–9Cr
steel by high pressure steam at temperatures ranging
from 500 to 700 �C for 500 h. At 0.5% Si, the forma-
tion of a silicon-containing layer was found to be
temperature-dependent between 600 �C and 700 �C.
At 600 �C, the silicon was observed to be distributed
uniformly in the inner oxide, whereas at 700 �C, a
layer at the oxide–metal boundary was observed.
Silicates (Fe2SiO4) were found by XRD in the oxide
layer at 650 �C but not at 700 �C, where only Cr2O3

was observed. Amorphous SiO2 was found in the
oxide layer. They conclude that quite likely the for-
mation of amorphous SiO2 films accounts for the
protective effect of Si at 700 �C. They speculate that
the complex behavior observed near 650 �C is due
to the onset of FeO formation.

Kumar and Douglass [19] examined the corro-
sion of Fe–14Cr–14Ni with 1% and 4% Si in air at
900 �C and 1100 �C. The addition of Si enhances
the protective role of Cr: in samples with 4% Si,
Cr2O3 was found over an inner layer containing Si
oxides, while formation of iron oxides was com-
pletely suppressed.

Stott et al. [20,21] studied Fe–14Cr and Fe–28Cr
at 1000 �C. A protective layer formed after several
hundred hours of exposure. However, under non-
isothermal conditions, spallation failure of the oxide
layer occurred.

Hoelzer et al. [22] studied the air oxidation of
Y2O3-dispersed Fe–13Cr at 700, 800, and 900 �C
for 10000 h. The Si concentration was 0.05 wt%,
and at 700 �C and 800 �C the oxide was a layer of
silicon oxide under the chromium oxide. In contrast
to the reports summarized above, they observed
continuous 0.3 lm-(700 �C) and 0.9 lm-(800 �C)
thick silicon oxide layers.

Huntz et al. [23] studied Fe–9Cr with 0.5–4%
Si exposed to a pure oxygen atmosphere or an
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Ar/H2/H2O atmosphere (pO2 � 10�18 atm) at
600 �C and 950 �C for 24 h. Silicon addition was
found to modify the Fe/Cr oxide scales. Segregation
of Si, the formation of a SiO2 layer, and the condi-
tions for formation of a protective Cr2O3 oxide
layer were investigated. They found that the addi-
tion of (3% and 4%) Si resulted in a twofold reduc-
tion in the diffusion rate of Cr, compared to
undoped steel. They conclude that Si is not forming
an effective diffusion barrier, but instead is modify-
ing the oxygen concentration to drive the formation
of chromia.

2.2. Review of recent studies of corrosion

of steel by LBE

Recent studies of the corrosion of steel by static
LBE include the work of Kurata et al. [24,25], Soler
et al. [26], Furukawa et al. [27], Martin et al. [28],
and Gnecco et al. [29]. Studies in flowing LBE
include the work by Kondo et al. [30], Zhang
et al. [31], Mueller et al. [32], Aiello et al. [33],
Deloffre et al. [34], Balbaud-Celerier and Terlain
[35], and Ilincev et al. [36]. The most relevant recent
work is that of Ilincev et al. [36], who studied some
twenty varieties of steel, including Si-containing
alloys. Ilincev et al. performed corrosion tests on
20 types of steels in flowing LBE at 400 �C and
500 �C using different oxygen concentrations. The
impact of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, Si, Al and Mo content
on the corrosion stability of these steels was mea-
sured, as was the effect of passivation of the surface
before exposure to LBE, by creation of thin spinel
or oxide surface layers. Barbier and Rusanov [37]
studied corrosion of steel in flowing LBE at low
oxygen concentrations (1–2 · 10�6 wt%), at temper-
atures of 300 �C and 470 �C and exposure times up
to 3116 h. They found the formation of a protective
oxide film of magnetite, Fe3O4. Three steels were
studied: T91, EP823 (which contains 2% Si), and
Optifer IV. The presence of silicon in the EP823
steel reduces the growth rate of the oxide.

In previous work by the present authors [38], the
importance of surface preparation in the corrosion
of 316 stainless steel by LBE was investigated.
Two samples with the same composition but differ-
ent surface preparations were studied: a cold-rolled
sample was compared with an annealed sample.
One of the present authors, Loewen [39] studied
the corrosion of 316L and other steels in a stirred
isothermal LBE bath at 823 K and 923 K for
1000 h. Oxide thicknesses of 5–33 lm were found.
3. Experimental apparatus

3.1. Materials

The Idaho National Laboratory (INL) forced-
convection corrosion cell, shown in Fig. 1, consists
of an externally heated vessel with a shroud and
gas flow system. Flow is induced by the injection
of gas at the bottom of the test section. The rising
gas bubbles cause flow to proceed upward in the
region inside the shroud and down in the region
outside the shroud. The gas composition and flow
rates, heat input, and shroud and vessel dimensions
are adjusted to control LBE coolant flow rate, tem-
perature, and oxygen potential within the vessel.
Test coupons are placed on the lance, also used
for gas injection, at the center of the vessel, as
shown in the lower right of Fig. 1. The test coupons
are separated from each other and from the lance by
alumina spacers. The lance, and hence the speci-
mens, could be removed at selected intervals for
examination. The detailed modeling and measure-
ment of the liquid flow has been reported in previ-
ous publications [40].

A resistance furnace heats the experimental
apparatus, and gas injection drives circulation of
LBE, causing isothermal conditions. Fig. 1 shows
isothermal conditions in the presence of gas injec-
tion and a temperature gradient without gas injec-
tion. The corrosion cell for these experiments was
fabricated from carbon steel, which introduces a
small contamination of the LBE in the form of iron,
at a lower level of contamination compared to the
stainless steels or zirconium used in our previous
experiments [41].

System chemistry was monitored through gas
phase and post experiment liquid metal chemical
analysis. A mass spectrometer and O2 meter mea-
sured the gas composition entering and exiting the
corrosion cell. The mass spectrometer can accu-
rately measure the O2 level down to �10 ppm.
The oxygen meter, a Thermox II� system, is a
self-contained portable analyzer using an electro-
chemical cell made of ZrO2 heated to 760 �C, with
a lower detection limit of 0.1 ppm O2. The O2 poten-
tial was determined by continuously analyzing the
gas stream entering and leaving the corrosion cell
during the experiment, under the assumption of
equilibrium between the gas and the liquid phase.

The system oxygen potential was controlled
through by a carbon buffer system (C/O2/CO/
CO2), which uses solid and gaseous C to control



Fig. 1. Diagram of LBE test facility at INL.
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the O2 level in the LBE. The system, developed and
provisionally patented at INL, provided acceptable
control of the O2 partial pressure within the range of
10�27–10�40 atm.

3.2. Fe–Si samples before exposure

Table 1 shows the elemental composition of the
Fe–Si samples before exposure to LBE. The Fe–Si
alloys, obtained from commercial suppliers, have
different Si contents. The four samples had Si con-
tents of 0.05, 1.24, 2.55, and 3.82 wt%. No other
elements were present in significant amounts.

3.3. Analytical equipment

Samples were removed from LBE cross-
sectioned, mounted and polished to a surface rough-
ness of 0.3 lm using the INL metrological laboratory
and the facilities at UNLV.

The polished surface analysis was performed
at UNLV EMIL (Electron Microscope Imaging



Table 1
Summary of material chemistries

Metal Concentration (wt%)

Fe Si P S Mo Cu Cr Al Ti C Mn Ni

Fe Bal 0.05 0.007 0.016 0.017 0.03 0.04 0.031 0.002 0.02 0.31 0.03
Fe–1.24%Si Bal 1.24 0.006 0.001 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.005 0.003 0.01 0.04 0.08
Fe–2.55%Si Bal 2.55 0.003 0.001 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.003 0.006 0.017 0.12 0.15
Fe–3.82%Si Bal 3.82 0.022 0.025 – – – – – 0.011 0.24 –
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Laboratory), the UNLV XPS facilities, and the
William R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sci-
ences Laboratory (EMSL) located on the campus
of the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in
Richland, Washington.

The XPS instrument at UNLV is a Surface
Science Instruments SSX-100 which has been fitted
with a Nonsequitur Technologies Model 1401 ion
gun for sputtering. The XPS binding analyses were
references to the adventitious carbon 1s line at
284.6 eV. The X-ray source for the XPS was a
monochromatized and refocussed aluminum Ka
(1486 eV) source with a 0.1–1.0 mm diameter
X-ray spot size. The SEM at UNLV was a JEOL
JMS-5600 with an Oxford EDS detector.

At the EMSL user facility both an Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spec-
trometer (XPS) were used for surface analysis. The
AES used was Model 680 Auger electron spectro-
scopy/scanning Auger microprobe (SAM). The
AES instrument provides information about ele-
mental composition of the cross-sectioned surface
at a beam size down to 10 nm. In the beam rastering
Fig. 2(a). Transverse SEM image and atoms maps of pure iron, show
surface of the iron.
mode secondary electron line maps across the inter-
face were produced on most samples. This tech-
nique allowed determination of compositions of
the interfaces between LBE and alloy.

The XPS used at the EMSL user facility was a
Physical Electronics Instruments model Quantum
2000 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with a
focused monochromatic Al Ka X-ray beam that
was varied from 10 lm in diameter to approxi-
mately 200 lm. The beam was rastered over the
interface to determine chemical composition of the
Si present.

4. Results

SEM investigations showed the oxide layers to be
of variable thickness and to be subject to frequent
failures, leading to pockets of LBE in the steel
surface. Detached oxide layers have been observed
next to the metal in alloys with very low or very high
silicon content: Fig. 2(a) shows a layer of iron oxide
in the LBE, and Fig. 2(b) shows a layer of silicon
oxide buried in the surface iron oxide. A trend
ing a detached iron oxide layer floating in the LBE next to the



Fig. 2(b). Transverse SEM image and atoms maps of 3.82% Si in iron, showing a detached silicon oxide layer embedded in the iron oxide
on the surface.
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was observed in our samples: the higher silicon
alloys have thicker iron oxide layers.

The XPS investigations show a thin (1.5–2 lm)
oxide layer on the pure iron specimen (Fig. 3(a)).
The iron/silicon alloys shows a much broader tran-
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Fig. 3(b). SDP of 1.24 wt% Si alloy.
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Fig. 3(a). Sputter depth profile (SDP) of nearly pure iron.
sition from oxide to underlying metal, due to a
much more irregular interface/internal oxidation
(Figs. 3(b), 3(c), 3(d)). Enhancement of the silicon
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Fig. 3(c). SDP of 2.55 wt% Si alloy.
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in the oxide was observed, and a 50% depletion of
the silicon was found in the alloy layer immediately
under the oxide layer. The chemical state of the
silicon changes as a function of sputter depth. In
the low silicon alloys, the silicon 2p line appears at
a binding energy of 102 eV (SiO2�

3 and SiO4�
4 ) at

all depths of the oxide. In the high silicon alloy
(Fig. 4), the silicon 2p peak is found at 102 eV near
Fig. 5(a). Silicon-containing chip at the bottom
the LBE interface, but changes to 103 eV (SiO2) dee-
per in the oxide layer. These assignments are consis-
tent with XPS measurements reported by Seyama
et al. [42].

The bottom of the sputter pit after sputter depth
profiling was examined using SEM. In some
instances a residual silicon oxide layer was observed
at the oxide/metal interface (Fig. 5(a)), and pits in
of a sputter pit in 1.24 wt% silicon alloy.



Fig. 5(b). Inclusions, LBE pit at grain boundaries at the bottom of a sputter pit in 3.82 wt% silicon alloy.
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the metal filled with LBE were observed. Particle
inclusions were observed at alloy grain boundaries
(Fig. 5(b)), composed of varying combinations of
carbon, silicon, and oxygen with the silicon/oxygen
inclusions found closer to the oxide/alloy interface.

5. Discussion

The role of silicon in the corrosion of steel by
oxygen controlled LBE is complex, with several
competing processing controlling the final outcome.
In particular the presence of silicon modifies the
other oxides present in steel scales (chromia, iron
oxides) as found by Huntz et al. [23] among others.
Our model system studies are not expected to give
the final answer, but rather to indicate the kinds
of species and processes likely to occur in the final
system.

In our studies silicon was found to be concen-
trated in the oxide layer, showing a driving force
moving the silicon from the alloy to the oxide. This
is consistent with the findings of other workers (e.g.,
Dunning et al. [17]) for most of the gas phase steel
studies. In the case of the 3.82 wt% silicon alloy,
the amount of silicon in the oxide was high enough
to lower the ratio of iron present. In this stirred iso-
thermal LBE exposure, significant silicon was found
in the LBE that stuck to the samples after exposure.
This indicates that in contrast to the gas phase stud-
ies there is significant silicon removal from the
developing scales.

XPS investigations found that silicon was metal-
lic in the alloy, as expected, and occurred in two
different oxidized states in the oxide. Close to the
LBE/oxide interface, silicon was found at 102 eV
binding energy, and closer to the oxide/alloy inter-
face silicon was found at 103 eV. The peak at
102 eV is characteristic of two different silicon
oxides: SiO2�

3 and SiO4�
4 , silicate and e.g., olivine,

respectively. These oxides of silicon can form
combinations with metals and oxides which may
be more stable than the starting materials. Other
workers have reported Fe2SO4 in the scales (e.g.,
Schmidt and Strehblow [14], Ishitsuka et al. [18]).
The present work is the first observation that the
formation of silicates in the scale is dependent both
on the concentration of the silicon and on the loca-
tion within the scale.

The silica (SiO2) found closer to the oxide/metal
interface has been suggested as a protective diffusion
barrier layer. The present study indicates that this
layer is not strongly adherent, (as is commonly
claimed for silicon concentrations above �1% in
the gas phase studies) and in the case of the silicon
oxide layer found buried in the iron oxide layer,
there was no evidence that the presence of the
silicon oxide layer inhibited the formation of iron
oxide in its vicinity. This is consistent with the work
of Huntz et al. [23]. The discovery of silica in the
near surface intergranular region suggests that
oxygen and silicon are mobile enough to reach the
reacting surface, even though the oxygen in particu-
lar is expected to be large with respect to the oxide
lattice, and thus move via defects.

The observation of these various oxidation states
of silicon suggests a new possibility. It must be
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possible to change the oxidation state of the silicon
in the O/LBE environment. Thus, silicon oxides
may form a sink/source for oxygen in these low oxy-
gen supply/mobility systems. This has been sug-
gested as an explanation for the tendency of
silicon-containing steels to form chromia instead
of iron oxides [23].

Finally, the depletion of the silicon in the alloy
underneath the oxide in all of these iron/silicon
alloys suggest that in a real system, where failures
of the protective oxide must be robustly repaired
by in situ oxidation, the resistance of the protective
layer to damage may be adversely affected by slow
transport of alloying materials through the alloy
to the near surface region. The gas phase studies
at short times indicate that a contiguous silica layer
is not formed: the high-temperature/long time
experiments do see thick silica layers. If the LBE
environment is disruptive to the scale by spallation
or dissolution, then the desired steady state thick
silica layer may not be formed.

6. Conclusions

The results of corrosion tests, conducted at INL
and analyzed at UNLV and EMSL, show the effect
of Si in iron. In general, the tests conducted with
different concentrations for Si in iron show increas-
ing oxide thickness with silicon concentration.
Three different forms of silicon were found: silicon
metal in the alloy, silicon dioxide close to the
oxide–metal interface, and various silicates at the
top of the oxide layer.

Our data is consistent with the formation of a sil-
icon-oxide-containing layer between the oxide and
the metal, but the layer is not necessarily protective.
In our highest-silicon alloy (3.83 wt%) the iron con-
centration was found to decrease in the oxide layer
where the silica was found. This silicon, in the form
of silicon and silicates, appears to stabilize the oxide
layer.

We are currently investigating iron–silicon–chro-
mium systems, which are closer to the steels to be
used in LBE facilities. In our laboratory, we are
undertaking studies of high-temperature corrosion
of steel in the gas phase and in LBE.
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